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The Intel SPMD Program Compiler
(ISPC) is a powerful command line

application that can be used to
generate assembly language files that
create single program multiple data

(SPMD) programs. The SPMD
programming model uses a shared

lock to maintain a shared data
structure between multiple code

threads and multiple data threads. This
shared lock allows multiple data
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streams and multiple code threads to
synchronize with each other while
working with the same data. The

shared lock (aka spinlock) is provided
for all synchronized data streams and

code threads with a common data
section (aka data domain). The data

domain is where the lock is
maintained and used to synchronize

the code and data stream threads. The
unlock operation is invoked when the
code stream thread is done with the

data. An ISPC assembly language file
contains a linker script file. The linker
script file specifies the data section,

code section, and the data domain. An
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ISPC generated assembly language
file can be cross compiled on different
architectures like x86 or x64 without

recompiling the source code. The
generated assembly language file can

be delivered to the cross compiler.
The ISPC command line application
also contains a C preprocessor. The

preprocessor changes the source code
before compilation. The C

preprocessor allows a user to create
device stub files and hosts stub files

before compiling. The host and device
stub functions provide support for
running offload programs on Intel

Architecture Accelerated Processing
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Unit (Intel® Xeon® Phi™, KNL or
ARMT) and IBM z Systems. An ISPC

generated assembly language file is
platform and architecture agnostic.

The generated assembly language file
is platform agnostic. An ISPC

generated assembly language file for
Intel architectures is written for x86

(64 bit and 32 bit) and x64 (32 and 64
bit) architecture types. It can be used
on IA-32 and IA-64 architectures. An

ISPC generated assembly language
file consists of different types of data
sections. An ISPC generated assembly
language file contains different types

of data sections. a) A code section
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(default) is a data section for the code
stream. The code stream thread is the

code stream thread that is working
with the data. b) A data section

(default) is a data section for the data
stream. The data stream thread is the

data stream thread that is working
with the data. c) A device section
(default) is a data section for the

device thread. The device thread is the
device thread that is working with the

data.
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* Compiler interface definition for
compiler related header files. * Host
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code generation from intermediate
representations. * A simple

preprocessor for generating host code,
compilers, assemblers and linkers. * A

C preprocessor for generating host
code from intermediate

representations. * A compiler for
generating host code for SPMD
applications. * An assembler for
generating host code from target

processor instruction set
representations. * A linker for

generating executable object code
from host code and target processor
instruction set representations. * The
CC++ preprocessor and compiler for
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generating intermediate
representations of the host code. *

The CPPGS preprocessor for
generating intermediate

representations of the target processor
instruction set. * A minimal host stack

for compatibility with GNU and
Borland C++. * A paging allocator for
use with MVS, OSF, and Intel RTL. *
An optional 64-bit support library for
users of 64-bit architectures. * The
optional x86 and x64 assemblers. *

The optional x86 and x64 linker. * A
host debugging environment to

generate files containing host-side
debug information. * An SPMD mode
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for executing an SPMD program, its
data and intermediate representations
as a series of interrupt requests and
polled transactions. * An optional
assembler for generating assembly

language source code for running the
SPMD program. * An optional
assembler for generating target

processor instruction set source code
from the assembly language source

code. * An optional linker for
generating target processor instruction

set source code from the assembler
source code. * An optional run-time
system for generating the host-side

stub function code and data to enable
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the SPMD program to run. * An
optional runtime system for generating

the target-processor-specific data to
enable the SPMD program to run. The

Intel SPMD Program Compiler was
originally developed by Intel for

implementing the SPMD
programming model on the Intel
EMT64™ processor. The ISPC

compiler is a generic compiler that
can be used to compile programs that

can run on any processor and is
suitable for other applications such as
word processing, spreadsheet, graphic

design, database applications, and
games. The compiler is designed to
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provide a comprehensive, general
purpose environment that can be

customized to a specific application.
The compiler includes a number of

features that make it more suitable for
particular applications and provide

better optimization opportunities than
a general purpose compiler. These

include: * Full 64-bit support
1d6a3396d6
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----------------- SPMD Program
Compiler version 4.2 is a command
line application designed for making
single program multiple data (SPMD)
applications run on Intel CPUs. The
Intel SPMD Program Compiler
version 4.2 can generate CC++
assembly language files and provides
support for both x86 and x64
architecture types. Additionally, it can
create host-side offload stub functions
and comes with a C preprocessor. The
Intel SPMD Program Compiler
version 4.2 can generate several types
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of output. The following sections
explain how to use the application to
generate and optimize C++ programs
for the Intel SPMD Program
Compiler. For more information, see
[Intel SPMD Program Compiler]({{_
url_root}}spmd_program_compiler.ht
ml). To generate a program for the
Intel SPMD Program Compiler, you
first need to generate a separate
compiler. When a new program is
generated, the compiler, sources, and
build scripts are saved in a new
directory. To generate another
program, use the `list` command to
display the command you need to run
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to generate another program. |
Command | Description | |--- | ---| | list
| List compiler commands to generate
source for one or more programs | |
generate | Generate a program with
the Intel SPMD Program Compiler |
The following command generates a
new program. ``` spmd generate ``` By
default, the program is generated for
the x86 architecture. To generate a
program for the x64 architecture,
specify the architecture parameter
when you run the application. ``` spmd
generate --arch=x64 ``` You can use
`spmd list` to list the compiler
commands that are used to generate
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each program. ``` spmd list ``` The
following command generates a
program for the Intel SPMD Program
Compiler version 4.2 and saves the
program in a new directory. ``` spmd
generate --version=4.2 ``` The program
is named `build_test_4.2.spmd`, and
the code for the program is saved in a
directory named
`build_test_4.2.spmd`. To build the
program, run the following command.
``` spmd build ``` You can use `sp

What's New In Intel SPMD Program Compiler (ISPC)?

The Intel SPMD Program Compiler
generates inline assembly language
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code that works directly with the data
items instead of going through the
compiler. This eliminates a runtime
context switch and can greatly
improve performance. System * Intel
SPMD Program Compiler can
generate assembly language code for
any Intel architecture * Supports x86
and x64 processors * No special
memory mapping is required. The
compiler automatically maps the data
items to SPMD register groups, for
you. Language * Intel SPMD Program
Compiler supports inline assembly for
x86 and x64 * Supports large data
arrays. A data item larger than 16
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bytes can be loaded into an SPMD
register group. * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler supports loop
unrolling with loop count specified by
the -LOOP option * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler supports SIMD
instructions. * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler provides C and
C++ language preprocessor support
for the SPMD Program Compiler
generated code. * C and C++
compiler rules are customizable. For
example, the C compiler can generate
a separate assembly language file for
each source file * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler has support for
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conditional compilation based on
macro definitions * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler supports the use of
inline assembly in C or C++ programs
* The Intel SPMD Program Compiler
supports runtime generation of stub
functions for offload to a hardware
coprocessor * Intel SPMD Program
Compiler is Intel MPI ready * Intel
SPMD Program Compiler is a
command line application * Intel
SPMD Program Compiler is
distributed as part of a Linux
installation. * Intel SPMD Program
Compiler provides access to the Intel
SPMD instruction set from C and
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C++ programs. * Intel SPMD
Program Compiler supports a run-
time system for dealing with
dynamically changing thread count. *
The Intel SPMD Program Compiler
provides code for x86 and x64
architectures * The Intel SPMD
Program Compiler supports multiple
data items per SPMD register group
Installation and Usage: 1. Unpack the
Intel SPMD Program Compiler and
copy the appropriate files to the
appropriate location in the file system.
2. Run the Intel SPMD Program
Compiler as a normal command.
Example 1: Intel SPMD Program
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Compiler generates x86 assembly
language code for the SPMD
compiler. % cd /bin % tar xvzf
spmd-2.0.0.tar.gz
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows XP SP3 Intel
Pentium 4 CPU 3.0 GHz 2 GB RAM
700 MB free HD space DirectX 8.0
Minimum: DirectX 9.0
Recommended: Pentium 4 CPU 2.0
GHz 3 GB RAM DirectX 9.0 Intel
Pentium 4 CPU 2.0 GHz DirectX
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